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1 Theory and algorithms of low-rank approximation for
matrices and Tucker decomposition for tensors

We begin with ubiquitous representations of a matrix by a sum of rank-one matrices and
the best approximations under a bound on the number of summands. The Singular Value
Decompostion is the main vehicle. Theory goes back to Jordan, Beltrami, Schmidt, John
von Neumann, Lidskii, Mirski and other great names. Efficient algorithms are due to
Kahan, Golub, Lanzos and others. A quite natural extension to tensors appears as the
Tucker decomposition widely used is statistics and various branches of data analysis.

2 Tensor ranks and relation with algebraic geometry
By definition, a rank-one tensor in three indices is a nonzero tensor of the form a(i, j, k) =
u(i)v(j)w(k). Any tensor can be represented as a sum of rank-one tensors (this is the
so called trilinear decomposition or canonical polyadic decompostion) and the minimal
possible number of summands is called the tensor rank of this tensor. If we fix the
number of summands, then the possibility for a tensor to be of rank bounded by this
number means the solvability of a certain system of algebraic equations. Here we step
on the grounds of algebraic geometry. Due to Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, the tensor rank
can be computed in finitely many arithmetic operations. However, the number of those
operations may be and usually is prohibitively high. Thus, the case of three and more
indices differs crucially from the case of two indices. One of most important disrepances is
the so called uncloseness, which still needs a better theoretical understanding. The same
applies to estimates of maximal possible ranks depending on the sizes and Friedland’s
conjecture about generic ranks, still open.

3 Kruskal conditions of uniqueness and recent general-
izations

The uniqueness results are important when a trilinear decomposition is used as a model
for data, e.g. in spectrometry. The Kruskal theorem states that under certain simple
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assumptions a trilinear decomposition is minimal and its rank-one tensors are unique.
More precisely, suppose that a trilinear decomposition with R summands consists of
rank-one tensors defined by vectors uα, vα, wα. Let ku, kv, kw be the maximal number
k for the corresponding system such that any k vectors are linearly independent. Then
the Kruskal condition of uniqueness reads ku + kv + kw ≥ 2R + 2. The proof is based
on a witty application of matrix theory and a beautiful geometrical observation: given
two equal-size sets of vectors in the n-dimensional space, assume that the first system
does not contain a linear dependent pair and any hyperspace in which the number of
vectors of the second system is not less than n − 1 contains at least the same or larger
number of vectors from the first system, then the vectors of the two systems are in a one-
to-one correspondence where each vector is mapped on a parallel vector. This geometric
observation persists in any known generalization of the Kruskal theorem. Most remarkable
recent results in this regard are proposed by Domanov and De Lathauwer.

4 Tensor trains and structured decompositions of asso-
ciated matrices

Tensor train is a special decomposition of a d-dimensional tensor using d other tensors
of smaller dimensionality. More precisely, two of them are 2-dimensional and others are
3-dimensional. If there are n points at each dimension, then the total number of entries of
such a tensor is equal to nd and, in contrast, the number of representation parameters in
the tensor-train decomposition is bounded by dnr2, where r is the so-called tensor-train
rank. Multi-dimensional problems are abundant with the cases where the value of r is
reasonably small. Fortunately, this value is small for typical applications. Tensor trains
implement the general idea of the reduction of dimensionality and have everyting to do
with a sequence of matrices associated with a given tensor. These matrices are wonderfully
structured and classical matrix decompositionis, e.g. the SVD, can be computed for them
simultaneously in a very fast way. The complexity of basic tensor-train algorithms depend
on d just linearly, in the worst case polynomially. The idea of tensorization allows us to
use tensor-train algorithms in the work with large-scale vectors and matrices.

5 Cross approximation algorithms
Tensors and matrices in practice are frequently given by a procedure that can produce any
entry on demand. The full list of entries is not given and may be infeasible to store because
of the size. In this situation, we are interested to construct a tensor train approximating
this tensor and have to keep in mind that only a small part of all the entries can be
afforded. The cross approximation algorithms are most useful heuristic tecnhiques to
do this. We present the basic versions and the state-of-the-art theory behind the cross
algorithms.
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